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Examples

● The sky is infinite; you can't measure its expanse.

● His wisdom is absolute; there's no questioning it.

● This answer is correct; there are no errors in it.

● Your claim is false; it isn't based on any facts.

● The decision is final; no more discussions are needed.

● She has an immaculate record; not a single blemish can be found.

● The cake is homemade; no store-bought elements are in it.

● His statement is unambiguous; it cannot be interpreted in any other

way.

● Her performance was flawless; not a single mistake was made.

● The verdict is unanimous; all the jurors agreed.

● His cooking skills are amateur; he has never been professionally trained.

● The painting is authentic; it has been verified by experts.

● This is an indigenous plant; it grows only in this region.

● Her joy is unfeigned; she's genuinely happy.

● His qualifications are irrefutable; you can't deny his expertise.

● She is pregnant; it's a condition that's not gradable.

● The item is non-negotiable; the terms cannot be altered.

● The document is confidential; it should not be shared.

● His argument is irrelevant; it doesn't apply to the discussion.

● The event was historic; it had a profound impact on the world.

● The contract is binding; both parties must adhere to it.

● Her victory was decisive; there was no doubt about it.

● The answer is inevitable; it cannot be avoided.



● His loyalty is unquestionable; he has always been faithful.

● The statement is literal; there's no figurative meaning.

● The outcome is certain; there are no other possibilities.

● His silence was deafening; it spoke volumes.

● Her beauty is ethereal; it's as if she's not of this world.

● The fabric is synthetic; it's not made from natural fibers.

● The room was spotless; there was not a speck of dirt.

● Her theory is unproven; it hasn't been verified yet.

● The dish is vegetarian; it contains no animal products.

● The verdict is guilty; he broke the law.

● His actions are illegal; they go against the law.

● Her alibi is concrete; she has evidence to back it up.

● The event is annual; it happens once a year.

● His conduct was impeccable; he followed all the rules.

● The sky was cloudless; not a single cloud in sight.

● The setting was idyllic; it looked like a painting.

● The diamond is genuine; it's not a fake.

● The baby is innocent; he knows nothing of the world.

● The soup is homogeneous; it's evenly mixed.

● The forest is dense; it's filled with trees.

● The liquid is transparent; you can see through it.

● The book is complete; no pages are missing.

● His claim is invalid; it's not based on facts.

● The question is rhetorical; it doesn't require an answer.

● The area is residential; only houses are here.

● Her interest is academic; she studies it but doesn't practice it.

● His style isminimalist; he keeps things simple.

● The puzzle is intricate; it has many complex pieces.

● The painting is abstract; it doesn't represent anything specific.

● Her health is optimal; she's in the best possible condition.

● The idea is original; no one else has thought of it.



● The solution is universal; it applies to all cases.

● The deal is exclusive; it's not offered to anyone else.

● Her singing is operatic; it's suitable for opera.

● The matter is urgent; it requires immediate attention.

● The instruction is explicit; it leaves no room for interpretation.

● His action was spontaneous; he didn't plan it.

● The reaction was immediate; it happened right away.

● The sound was inaudible; it couldn't be heard.

● His reflexes are quick; he responds immediately.

● The food is organic; it's grown without synthetic chemicals.

● The air is pure; there are no pollutants.

● The style is vintage; it's from an earlier time.

● The wine is fermented; it's gone through a chemical process.

● The sculpture ismassive; it's very large.

● The party waswild; it was out of control.

● The theory is evolutionary; it's based on the concept of evolution.

● The contract is binding; both parties must adhere to it.

● Her victory was decisive; there was no doubt about it.

● The answer is inevitable; it cannot be avoided.

● His loyalty is unquestionable; he has always been faithful.

● The statement is literal; there's no figurative meaning.

● The outcome is certain; there are no other possibilities.

● His silence was deafening; it spoke volumes.

● Her beauty is ethereal; it's as if she's not of this world.

● The fabric is synthetic; it's not made from natural fibers.

● The room was spotless; there was not a speck of dirt.

● Her theory is unproven; it hasn't been verified yet.

● The dish is vegetarian; it contains no animal products.

● The verdict is guilty; he broke the law.

● His actions are illegal; they go against the law.

● Her alibi is concrete; she has evidence to back it up.



● The event is annual; it happens once a year.

● His conduct was impeccable; he followed all the rules.

● The sky was cloudless; not a single cloud in sight.

● The setting was idyllic; it looked like a painting.

● The diamond is genuine; it's not a fake.

● The baby is innocent; he knows nothing of the world.

● The soup is homogeneous; it's evenly mixed.

● The forest is dense; it's filled with trees.

● The liquid is transparent; you can see through it.

● The book is complete; no pages are missing.

● His claim is invalid; it's not based on facts.

● The question is rhetorical; it doesn't require an answer.

● The area is residential; only houses are here.

● Her interest is academic; she studies it but doesn't practice it.

● His style isminimalist; he keeps things simple.
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